1. Mayor Ronald Moore says the program won’t help the homeless.

2. Supervisor Susan Morton says it’s a scam…she says it just can’t be done for that amount of money. (OR)
   Supervisor Susan Morton says it just can’t be done for that amount of money. In her words…and this is a direct quote…it’s a scam…end quote.

3. Kettner says the Hayward Corporation bid isn’t the lowest but it’s the best.

4. Senator Lydia Lowenstein says Senator Donald Smith should be impeached.

5. Midcity Fire Captain Linda Smith says five people died in the fire.
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No. 1
Supervisor Roger Hedgeman says…and this is a direct quote…Mayor Ronald Moore is worst mayor in the United States. (direct quote)
Supervisor Roger Hedgeman says Mayor Ronald Moore is America’s worst mayor. (paraphrase)

No. 2
Mayor Ronald Moore says…and these are his exact words…Whittler’s plan is the lamest, most inane things I’ve ever heard…end quote. (direct quote)
Mayor Ronald Moore says Whittler’s plan is lame and asinine. (paraphrase)